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1-Jul-21 7:11 am @home 65°

Whoops
I scheduled both of those notices that MRT was
published at the same time. I wanted them to be
one day apart.
Seems that the end of June 30th at midnight and
July 1st at midnight are the same time.
I was thinking that June had 31 days. Whoops!
So here it is July and I still need you to reply to
those newsletter alert emails so I can see you are
getting them. (1)

That is why I asked you to just reply to my
emails. I can track them manually.
In a couple of days, I will look at these stats
again and report the results. (1)

Walking
I forgot I could chart my walking.

Email Results
This Newsletter service gives me some
feedback. It is telling me that 57% of the emails
were opened and 7% of you clicked on something.
On the other hand, Outlook is not helping me
with any stats. Even the setting I used for the
delivery notice. Many of you are not using email
providers that support the features in Outlook.
Written, Edited, and Published by Marty Metras

We have the first 100 days of my virtual walk
and a 14-day moving average of the Miles per Day.

© 2021 Martin Metras

Marty’s Random Thoughts
July 1st
It is already the second half of 2021. How did
that happen? I know! As the world turns so are the
days of our lives. where did that come from? I
heard it somewhere a long time ago.
I got it! “Days of our Lives” is a soap opera. They
had 14,000 episodes in 2020. I may have watched
two of them.
July brings fireworks, picnics, and gardening.
What do you do this time of the year?

Must be picture month.
July is named after Roman dictator Julius Caesar
(100 B.C.–44 B.C.). There is a July Drive in
Machesney Park, IL. The is a book titlled “July,
July”. And the weather in July, Neno, Malawi is 76°
and Sunny.
Enough of that!

Weather on your Taskbar
I found out in Windows 10 you could turn on the
weather icon on the taskbar. I found this out a
while back and thought you might want to know it.
Right click on the Taskbar at the bottom of the
screen.

Hover over the “News & Interest” then select
“Show Icon and text”. You should see (an icon) ant
the temperature and conditions on the taskbar on
the bottem right side. Then just click on it and you
can set the location.
There are a ton of other things you can do with
this to. Have fun! (2)
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2-Jul-21 6:30 pm @home 74°

California Red
After I came back from the Camino in 2007 I had
the earge to make wine. I must have been brewing
the stuff for years. I know at one time I had over
100 bottles. I still have a bunch of the stuff.
Today I thought I needed to see if any of it was
still fit to drink.
I pulled a bottle of California Red that had a
time stamp on it of December 18th, 2007 12:00am.
I must have been working the night shift
I put it into the fridge to cool it. Later I will try it.
It is red wine so it will be good for me. If the
wine is bad you may not hear the reviews.
This was made from a kit. You receive the grape
juice and you add sugar and yeast.
I have all this wine making stuff and a ton of
empty bottles I could fill them again. Back when I
was making wine I figured I could make if for
around $3.00 a bottle, if I used the kits and maybe
$1.50 if I used fruit or raisins from local sources.
Now a days, I think it would be 4 to 6 dollars a
bottle.
Those prices do not include the bottles as I used
recycled bottles. The new bottle cost $27.00 a
dozen from China. Who wants to drink wine from a
bottle from China?
Oh wow, Made in the USA bottles are only
$23.00 a dozen. I think I paid $3.00 a bottle back in
the days.
I wonder if the bottle has cooled down in the
(3)
fridge yet

Hay Fever
I have been suffering from hey fever or
something for a few days. Nothing seems to be
helping lighten my symptoms. Does not vino tento
(red wine) help?
3-Jul-21 8:38 am @Home 66°

Hay Fever
This hay fever is getting to me. Coughing,
Sneezing, and all the other stuff it

brings up. I may have to go to the drug store and
get some relief. I am taking enough drugs and did
not want to take any more.
I though the red wine would have helped. I
guess I would have had to open the bottle and
drink some for it to help.
I think a trip to the drug store may be the way to
go. I know this will pass as soon as the grass spores
do.
It does not look particularly good for the next
few days.

Source: Wundergrouns.com

Yup, I am going to get away from this laptop and
head to Walgreens! I can wait until the rains on
Tuesday.

Flight to the Camino
I have been watching the prices go up since last
year They have risen from $212 when I started to
$844 today.
What I have done until day is looked to see the
routes they are taking. In 2012 I flew from Chicago,
Paris, Biarritz then a train to St. Jean Pied de Port
then started walking.
Well, it seems to be far more stops today. The
flight that ends in Biarritz goes like this.
1. Chicago O'Hare Intl (ORD) to
Lisbon Humberto Delgado (LIS) 8 hrs.
2. Lisbon Humberto Delgado (LIS) to
Barcelona-El Prat (BCN) 2 hrs
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3. Barcelona-El Prat (BCN) to
Paris Charles de Gaulle (CDG) 2 hrs
4. Paris Orly (ORY) to
Biarritz Parme (BIQ) 1.5 hrs
The flight times add up to 13.5 hrs. My time is
something like 29 hrs. I might be tired by the time I
arrive at St. Jean Pied de Port on the train later in
the afternoon.
Seems a long way around to get to Biarritz. Right
now, it is the cheapest flight.
I hope this gets a little easier be for I am ready
to book my flight!
…
For a few dollars I can save 2-3 thousand miles
and bunch of time. Maybe I need to do more
shopping.
I am still looking for someone to walk the
Camino with me. I know many of you think I am
asking you to walk the whole 600 miles. I am not! I
am just looking for a fellow traveler to walk it for a
while. If you want to commit to the long Camino, I
can help if you want.
Maybe I am saying I do not want to go alone this
time.
4-Jul-21 10:51 am @Home 81°

Independent’s Day
Happy 4th-of-July or Independence Day which
ever you celebrate. Normally I enjoy both. Today,
not so much!
I have this hay fever that is getting me down. I
tried Claritin®. It does not seem to be helping. Tried
honey but it is short lived. This morning I had tea
with honey, it just stopped working.
I think I will take more Claritin® and eats some
spaghetti. Why spaghetti you may ask. Well, I am
drained, and it is full of carbs. Maybe it will help.

Feedback Update
Cork texted me with an error in my calculation.
Back the May 2021 issue, Issue # 200 on 12May is says I have been in my house for “57%” of
my life. It should be 44.6% of my life.
This was this article.
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Today Was the Day
I think it was in 1988 when I bought this house. I know it was May 12th
because the next day was Friday the 13th. There was one in 1988.
That means I have been living here many, many years. That is over 57%
of my life.
I was looking for a house where I had a lot of sun coming in the windows
and a driveway on the south or west side of the house, so the sun could
help remove the snow and ice, and I could raise house plants.
Well, I got neither. The house next door blocks the sun from the drive and
the windowed porch on the south side of the house is the darkest room in
the house! But it was the second cheapest house in Woodstock at the time.
There must be something about it to keep me here 43 years.
Source: MRT # 200

Thanks for the heads-up Cork!
8-Jul-21 9:59 am @EWT 62° overcast

Newsletter Email Service
Well, it is time to scrap my FREE email service
which I am using in WordPress. It is called
“Newsletter” and is an email newsletter service that
is free, or you can pay for it.
Since my volume of email is so light, I figured I
could use the free version. Since I am having lost
and bounced emails it has less then free value to
me.
As I have said many times, “Free can be awful
expensive sometimes!”
I like free software and am willing to pay for it if
I need or I am going the give it heavy use.
All my servers are using free software, Linux is
free and stable. All its updates happen in the
background, and you do not have to shut them down
unless you do something stupid. Oh yes, that is
what I call “Operator error!”.
I use Microsoft Windows mostly because I
support other users and I need to keep up to date
with it.
I keep update with Apple phone but not so much
with the Android phones.
Anyway, I am looking for another free email
program that works inside of WordPress. Marty’s
Random Thoughts lives in WordPress.
Are any of you using WordPress and a free email
service? (1)

Marty’s Random Thoughts
9-Jul-21 9:02 am $EWT 63°

Waiting
I just booked a doctor’s visit over the phone at
11 o’clock. I think this is the first time doing this.
I have a cough that has been going on for 2
weeks and is not getting any better with home
remedies. It is one of those dry useless coughs that
does nothing I can figure out. So, I called for an
appointment to see the doctor.
Seems with a cough they only take phone calls.
So, I am waiting for the call!

Bidding War
So, I found this pile of handwritten music with
songs on them. These papers were old and all
yellow. It looked like somebody hand wrote the
song and the music a long time ago. It was a stack
of 20 or 30 sheets.
I offered them to a friend for 20 bucks and he
laughed at me saying they were worthless.
Another guy heard us talking and came over and
looked over my shoulder and said he would give me
50 dollars for all of them.
This peeked the interest in the first guy who then
offered $100 for the pile of old dog-eared yellowed
paperwork.
The second guy then upped his offer to $30 a
page. I was wondering if I had something of great
value!
I looked at the words and saw nothing special
about them. When the 1st guy upgraded his offer to
fifty dollars a page. “Wow!”, I thought.
I tried the hear the music in my head. This was
hard because I do not read music.
The second raised his bid to $100 a page. Then
the 1st guy raises his bid the 2nd guy his.
Finally, the biding got up the $800.00 a page.
At this point, I woke up!
10-Jul-21 9:56 am @Home 71°

Today is Today
This is the 10th I thought yesterday was the 10th!
I must have put 7/10/21 on a dozen things
yesterday. Now I get to live today over again.

I guess that can be a good thing since I wasn’t
going to do anything today either. 😊

Doctor
After talking with the Doctor yesterday, it seems
I have bronchitis and the treatment is antibiotics,
fluids, OTC decongestants and rest. Return if
needed.
I took the first dose of the antibiotics yesterday
afternoon and another this morning. You only get to
take the ZMAX for 5 days. Must be powerful stuff.
I am coughing a lot less this morning. The cough
meds had little effect yesterday. We will see how it
goes today. I must go drink some water and get
some rest now! 😊(4)

New TV
Either I need a new TV or need to fix this one.
The red goes out and all the people look like they
are from outer space. If I unplug the TV for a few
minutes, it resets and its ok for a while.
I would like anew TV! I need to wait while I
build up some funds to pay for it. They are not
cheap anymore!
Have you priced TVs lately?
Wait, this TV is 30 or 32”. I see they are only
about $150.00. That is not so bad. I paid $1,300.00
for this one.
I have room for a TV that is about 43-1/2” wide
without modifying anything. What does a 42” cost?
Looks like they are 43” now. The cost is around
$350.00 plus a mounting bracket from $50 to $100.
I guess it will still have to wait. I need coffee
money more than I need a TV right now.
It has been 3 hours since I unplugged it and let it
sit. My screen still has red color in it. I will see how
it goes add start saving up my dollars. (5)
13-Jul-21 6:00 pm @home 79°

On this day
1977 Kinney, Minnesota declares its secession from the U.S.
Frustrated by its failing water system, Kinney, Minnesota
declared the creation of the Republic of Kinney and sent a
letter of secession to the U.S. Secretary of State.
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Source: https://www.timeanddate.com/on-this-day/
14-Jul-21 7:09 am @Home 66°

Heading Out to See the World
Well, I am heading up to Starbucks!
I have been staying home since Friday trying to
shake off the cough. I haven’t been able to shake it
loose. I need to get out of the house!
While I was typing I started coughing again. Is
this what bronchitis feels like?
I may not go the Starbucks. I don’t like standing
up there hacking while I wait for my coffee.
Let me get a bite to eat and see how it goes.
17-Jul-21 4:16 pm @home 78°

Still Coughing
Well, I feel better, but I still cough. Whatever
this thing is, I still have it! It was getting better, but
it leveled off. I will see what Monday brings to see
if I need another visit.
I can still rest a lot. but I am getting weak from
that. I am out of drugs, so I must wait until Monday
anyway.
I guess I must keep resting for now.
Seems hot and/or cold fluids cause a change and
I start to cough. I guess I need to do all my eating
and/or drinking at room temperature for now.

MRT Logo
I was looking at my Marty’s Random Thoughts
Logo. I see it Says Marty’s Random Thoughts.com
across the top. I am thinking that the “.com”
should be removed.
This is fine if that was it. Then none of the
spaces between the words would be ok.
If I make a token, I will use both sides and then I
could use “.com” on the back
The front would be just “Marty’s Random
Thoughts”, and then “Established – 1999” should
be a little smaller.
Hum, what should I put on the back?
Watermark
I have a watermark on these pages. Can you see
it?
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I see the watermark is not showing everything
as I would like,
I need to think on this some more!

What Happened
I just noticed there is no page heading on this
page. How long has that been missing?
It looks like it has been missing all year. Didn’t
any of you notice that either. I didn’t!
Let see if I can get it back.
MRT is Fixed
I found that when I created the new template
for the newsletter for 2021, I must have removed
the page heading. I also found that I had not
printed copies of a couple of issues. Got that done
too. And I took a nap too!
I know all of you missed those headings on the
pages.

Issue 100
While I was looking for that missing heading, I
noticed I have issue # 100 laying out. It reminded
me of things we start doing and keep on doing for a
long time.
I bought my first computer on June 1, 1978. I
still am into them.
In the 1960s while living on the farm, I started
messing with gadgets. Some of the gadgets only
lasted for a few days other for years. I still like
gadgets.
I started drinking coffee in 1969 because of the
people I hung around with. I used to drink galleons
of the stuff. Then I cut it back to gallons, then liters.
Now I have just one in the morning on most
days of the week.
That is quite a change over 50 years.

Marty’s Random Thoughts

That is a Galleon, Gallon, Liter, and a Starbucks.

How many of you have done something for a
long, long time?

Funny Stuff
After thinking about drinking galleons of coffee I
was wondering if I could find a big Starbucks cup.
Seems someone in China makes a 138-ounce
Starbucks cups and is selling them on eBay for just
under $3,000.00. Don’t worry I have seen them as
cheap as $660.00. Then I also saw them for $29.95
too!
The $3,000 cup says it is used and is 138 ounces.
The others could be smaller.
138 ounces is 4 liters. Just over a gallon.
I think I will stick with the paper cup size for
now. Because of the COVID-19! they won’t let me
use my own cup any way!
19-Jul-21 5:19 pm @home 84°

LightScribe
LightScribe was a program that HP used to burn
images and labels on CDs & DVDs a few years back.
You needed a DVD/CD burner drive that worked
with the software.
I was thinking about this and wondering if it was
still available. I found it but it was discontinued in
2013. I downloaded it and found it would not run
in Windows-10. Bummer!
Then I remembered I had an HP laptop the still
worked that had Windows-7. Bummer, wrong kind
of DVD/CD burner. I will need to look at my older
parts file to see if I have a LightScribe DVD/CD
burner. Well later.

What I was going to do was use up those DVD-R
disks I have sitting up there on the shelf. I saw I
have a tube with about 35 of the special DVDs in it.
I paid an arm and a leg for them back in August
2011. Wonder what I used them for back then.
There are 10-15 missing from that batch.
Well, if I don’t find a LightScribe drive, they are
scrap! I guess I could just use them as regular DVDRs.
Anybody have an old LightScribe drive I could
use?
Wow, I just went out to the internet, and you
can buy a USB (external) drive that supports
LightScribe. It cost forty dollars. I will need to
remember that in case I get a whim to burn
pictures onto the front side of the DVDs.
Now would that
look good burnt into
the front for a DVD.
Yes, but it may not
be happening!

Survivor
Since I did not find that LightScribe drive, I
finished watching the 40th season for Survivor, the
Winner of War.
I spent most of the weekend watching Survivor.
Now I know why I might not have watched the
other 39 seasons. There was not very much action
in it. There was too much bickering and
backstabbing in it for me.
I was a little interested or would have not had it
for 40 weeks. Yup, it would have been 40 episodes.
I am glad I watched but do not think I would
watch it again!
I think I watched part on one episode a long
time ago. I forgot why I did not return to it.
Now, I think I know why!
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Cough
Tomorrow I think I need to see the Doctor again
bout this cough. I seem to be hanging on yet.
(5)
Hack, cough, hack, cough…
24-Jul-21 8:21 pm @home 82°

Virtual Camino
I finally got my half a million steps. I am working
on the other half a million now. According to
Walking4Fun.com I need another million to get to
the ocean. It has been 127 days to get this far. I
estimate another 224 to finish. Maybe I could walk
more!

Broken Laptop
The cooling fan stopped working the other day
on my laptop at home. I will not have a new one
until Monday or Tuesday. I hope I remember where
all the wires plug-in and screws go.
26-Jul-21 noon @EWT 87°

Home Laptop
I got the new fan yesterday. It was nice to get it
2 days earlier than I figured. That part is fixed!
I bought my home laptop in 2014. It has been
very slow for a very long time. The one I am using
(at EWT) is very fast compared to it. I paid $1200
for the one at home and only about $300 for this
one.
I just replaced the fan in the one at home and
will change the hard drive to an SSD because I have
one and the computer case is still open. SSD drives
are many times faster! Next step would be to
replace the laptop with a newer one.
I need to do something to make it move faster.
Well, process faster!

I think will start proofing this issue and get ready
for August.
29-Jul-21 10:21 am @EWT 80°

Good Morning U-all
My computers are working. My Car and Camper
are working. Herbie the robot seems to be ok. Yup
all seems to going just fine today.
I guess I needed a day like this. I will take it. Life
is good, thanks!
When I get home, I will proof this issue and get
it published for you.
Well, my FitBit just told me it needs an update
installed. Guess everything is not resolved just yet.
How can FitBit need updating. It just counts steps,
does it not? Well let’s get it done.
I forgot how slow the updates were on the
FitBit. It is dragging… . . . . . . . . . . ah there it
is. Wonder what it did!
31-Jul-21 12:17 pm @home 75°

July will be over in a few hours. Going to lunch
in a few minutes. I may have enough time to get
this issue out the door.

Birthdays
▪
▪
▪
▪

The Follow Up
(1)

(2)

Already the 26th
Where did July go? This month seemed to fly.
Maybe it is time to finish off this issue.
They say the time flies faster when you are
having fun. They, also it moves faster when you get
older.
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August 9th, Tammy, Niece
August 23rd, Mary, Friend
August 25th, Betsy, Niece
August 26th, Marcia’s & Dan’s Anniversary,
Sister & her husband

(3)
(4)
(5)

Many people replied to my email notices. Many did not. I guess Things
will go on about then same. Sending out the email a new way did not
make much different. So, it you are not getting my email notices, just
check out where I have been posting the Marty’s Random Thoughts
newsletter.
I did not know about the Taskbar thing. Microsoft adds so much stuff
every time they to do updates. I lose track what you can do. I wonder
what else I do not know about yet.
The wine was still good after all these years. Maybe I will have another
glass tonight.
My hay fever seems to be under control now. I am only coughing when
I start thinking about it. It is much, much better.
My TV is still acting up. It goes a couple for days before the red fades
out. I only need to power it down for 10-15 seconds. I can live with that
for a long time. I still want a new TV.

Marty’s Random Thoughts

The Backer Page
MY BOOKS
 MY CAMINO DE SANTIAGO ADVENTURE
WALKING THE WALK, CAMINO DE SANTIAGO 2012 →
2ND EDITIONS
(2022 MAY BE MY NEXT CAMINO TRIP)

My books are available online from Lulu.com, Amazon.com and from me personally.
Mikes and Petra’s Books
can be found on
LuLu.com and Amazon.com
Mike Metras 1943 - 2018

We are a group of
regular folks working hard
to open a communityowned grocery store in
McHenry County, IL and we
hope you will join us!

FoodShed.coop Location Video:
https://youtu.be/Uc3-OIpXe-I

Delaware Electric Company Inc.ng al

EW Training
Functional Strength Training

Fully Licensed and Bonded
Phone: 815/338-3139 Fax: 815/337-1885
email: info@delawareelectricinc.com
Working together to promise superior customer satisfaction.

delawareelectricinc.com

1270 McConnell Road
Woodstock Illinois 60098
(815) 308-5021
info@EWTrainingWoodstock.com
EWTrainingWoodstock.com
(Watch for new location in 2021)

I am selling me used books on Amazon under the name “MRT Used Book Sales”. I am clearing out my library. Many of
these books look new. If you look for a used book and see it is being sold by me, it will say sold by “MRT Used Books Sales”.

This Issue is Being Randomly Published on Saturday, July 31, 2021 12:33:00
MartysRandomThoughts.com https://www.facebook.com/groups/2939809806264780

Written, Edited, and Published by Marty Metras
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